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Java pioneers from the very outset
Back in 1996, Ergon was one of the first companies in the world to implement 
productive projects in Java. Ergon came on board so early that their work was 
even noticed by Sun Microsystems in the USA.

Switzerland’s first Internet banking solution
In 1997, Credit Suisse became the first Swiss bank to launch an Internet banking 
solution. Known as DirectNet, this solution was developed by Ergon in just a few 
months. Since then, a variety of financial institutions have placed their trust in 
Ergon’s experience and expertise.

Java was premiered in 1995 at the Sun Developers’  
Conference in California, and one member of the Ergon 
staff came back from that conference brimming with 
enthusiasm. Two years prior to this, Ergon’s engineers had 
read about the predecessor project OAK, so they immedi-
ately spotted the potential of Java. First prototypes follo-
wed soon afterwards, and it was not long before Java went 
into productive use at Roche for a Web application in the 
data warehouse project of the Safety and Environmental 
Protection Department.
 In 1995 and 1996, Patrick Burkhalter traveled around 
with Sun Microsystems to preach the “Java gospel”. Even 
Sun Microsystems in America noticed that a couple of 
Swiss engineers were able to present some early succes-
ses. Sun therefore designated Ergon as the first Authorized 
Java Center in Europe and in 2000, Bill Joy invited the Ergon 
delegation at the JavaOne to dine. John Gage, then Chief 
Researcher of the Science Office of Sun Microsystems, 
visited Ergon in Zurich during one of his trips to Europe.

Java Update and Java Rich Clients
In 1998, the first Java update mechanism was produced 
at Ergon, as one of the company’s own developments. 
Nowadays, self-updating programs are taken for granted 
and there is also a good solution for the distribution of 
applications via the network (an old problem with desktop 
applications). The user comfort and security options of 
Rich Client solutions are still unparalleled. For this reason, 
various customized desktop applications continue to be 
developed at Ergon. These include the new Internet ban-
king system for the Liechtensteinische Landesbank, the 
system to handle major events for RUAG, the Taifun user 
interface, the system to synchronize documents and their 
metadata for Sun Microsystems, and the CRM system for 
Soliswiss.

DirectNet was a runaway success at CS: on two occasions, 
the solution was honored as the best e-banking platform 
in Europe. The browser version was followed in 1998  
by the first Java client and the implementation of “you-
trade”, the online trading system. Since then, Ergon has 
developed various individual Internet banking solutions, 
giving it many years of experience and in-depth expertise 
in this field.

Liechtensteinische Landesbank – secure e-banking
For Liechtensteinische Landesbank (LLB), Ergon created 
an Internet banking and trading application which offers a 
varied range of functionalities such as client and account 
administration, payment transactions and exchange tra-
ding in order to meet the needs of fiduciaries and asset 
managers as well as private clients. For security reasons 
and to avoid compatibility problems, LLB wanted an e-ban-
king solution that is not browser-supported but is based 
instead on a Java Rich client. This called for a partner with 
an excellent knowledge of Java technology and extensive 
experience in implementing projects of this sort in the 
banking sector.

Ergon frameworks were used in the development of the 
client and the server. The client is a browser-independent 
Java application. The Ergon Java Libraries offer numerous 
basic functionalities for printing, charts, multiple langua-
ges, client updating and networking.
 Thanks to the Java Rich client developed by Ergon to 
meet the specific requirements and a three-stage security 
procedure, LLB ensures that its discriminating clientele 
always have secure but simple access to the e-banking plat-
form. This is why the solution is extremely popular among 
the bank‘s customers. In 2008, LLB was honored for having 
the most secure Internet banking solution.
 LLB is continuing to back the Java Rich client solution 
developed by Ergon for e-banking in connection with the 
changeover to the Avaloq banking system, in order to 
meet the high requirements for security and user-friend-
liness. Bank Linth also opted for this solution recently. 
Independence from the browser, the multi-stage security 
concept and the hardened client ensure that there is no 
unauthorized access to the system.“Sun Microsystems recognized that Ergon was one of the  

early leaders in Java, and led the way for many others. Ergon 
showed that serious applications could be built in Java.”

John Gage, 

former Chief Researcher and Vice President of the Science Office 

of Sun Microsystems

“As a strategic and reliable partner, Ergon has had a 
major influence on Credit Suisse’s Internet offerings.”

Hanspeter Kurzmeyer, 

Head, Private Clients Switzerland, Credit Suisse


